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New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

BABACUS AABBCSU BABACU, babassu (palm tree) [n] 

BACCALA AAABCCL BACCALA -S, codfish (marine food fish) [n -S] 

BACCIES ABCCEIS BACCIES, SEBASIC, BACCY, tobacco (annual herb cultivated for its leaves) [n] 

BACKBAR AABBCKR BACKBAR -S, space behind bar with shelves for bottles [n -S] 

BACKFAT AABCFKT BACKFAT -S, BACKFAT, FATBACK, layer of fat between skin and muscle in animals [n -S] 

BACKLOT ABCKLOT BACKLOT -S, outdoor area in movie studio [n -S] 

BADDISH ABDDHIS BAD, not good (having positive or desirable qualities) [adj] 

BAIDARS AABDIRS BAIDAR, bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n] 

BALAFON AABFLNO BALAFON -S, musical instrument of Africa [n -S] 

BALINGS ABGILNS ABLINGS, BALINGS, BALING, forming of something into tight bundles [n] 

BALLIER ABEILLR BALLIER, BRAILLE, LIBERAL, BALLY, bloody (stained with blood) [adj] 

BALLSED ABDELLS BALLS, BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BALLSES ABELLSS BALLS, BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BANDIER ABDEINR BANDIER, BRAINED, BANDY, curved apart at knees [adj] 

BANDORA AABDNOR BANDORA -S, bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

BARBOTS ABBORST BARBOT, barbotte (large catfish) [n] 

BARCODE ABCDEOR BARCODE -S, BARCODE, BROCADE, automatically scannable geometric identifying code [n -S]  

BARMILY ABILMRY BARMY, full of barm; frothy [adv] 

BATARDS AABDRST BASTARD, BATARDS, TABARDS, BATARD, birch-bark canoe [n] 

BATATAS AAABSTT BATATA, sweet potato [n] 

BARGOON ABGNOOR BARGOON -S, bargain [n -S] 

BATSHIT ABHISTT offensive word [adj] 

BATTILY ABILTTY in batty (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) manner [adv] 

BAULKER ABEKLRU BAULKER -S, balker (one that balks (to stop short and refuse to proceed)) [n -S] 

BAYSIDE ABDEISY BAYSIDE -S, shore of bay (inlet of sea) [n -S] 

BAYWOPS ABOPSWY BAYWOP, offensive word [n] 

BAZOOMS ABMOOSZ BAZOOM, offensive word [n] 

BAZZING ABGINZZ BAZZ, to throw (as stone) [v] 

BEAGLED ABDEEGL BEAGLE, to hunt with beagles (small hounds) [v] 

BEAGLER ABEEGLR BEAGLER -S, one that hunts game with beagles [n -S] 

BEALING ABEGILN BEALING -S, beal (infected sore (painful place on body)) [n -S] 

BEARPAW AABEPRW BEARPAW -S, paw of bear [n -S] 

BEATBOX ABBEOTX to sing to rhythm of rap music [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BEDHEAD ABDDEEH BEDHEAD -S, upright board at head of bed [n -S] 

BEDREST BDEERST BEDREST -S, confinement to bed [n -S] 

BEDSOCK BCDEKOS BEDSOCK -S, sock for wear in bed [n -S] 

BEERILY BEEILRY BEERY, affected by beer [adv] 

BEERNUT BEENRTU BEERNUT -S, peanut with sweet coating [n -S] 

BEHOOFS BEFHOOS BEHOOF, use, advantage, or benefit [n] 

BEIGEST BEEGIST BEIGE, of tan color [adj] 

BEJASUS ABEJSSU bejesus (exclamation used as mild oath) [n -ES] 

BERBERS BBEERRS BERBER, type of carpet [n] 

BERDASH ABDEHRS berdache (Native American male transvestite) [n -ES] 

BESTIES BEEISST BESTIES, BETISES, BESTIE, best friend [n]  

BEVVIES BEEISVV BEVVY, alcoholic drink [n] 

BEYLICS BCEILSY BEYLIC, domain of bey [n] 
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BEYLIKS BEIKLSY BEYLIK, beylic (domain of bey) [n] 

BIFIDUM BDFIIMU bacterium often added to yogurt [n -DA, -S] 

BIFOLDS BDFILOS BIFOLD, two-piece door [n] 

BIGUINE BEGIINU BIGUINE -S, beguine (lively dance) [n -S] 

BIJURAL ABIJLRU pertaining to single jurisdiction with two legal systems [adj] 

BIMINIS BIIIMNS BIMINI, type of awning for yacht [n] 

BIRDIES BDEIIRS BIRDIES, BRIDIES, BIRDIE, to shoot in one stroke under par in golf [v] 

BITCOIN BCIINOT BITCOIN -S, BIONTIC, BITCOIN, blockchain currency [n -S]  

BITRATE ABEIRTT BITRATE -S, BATTIER, BIRETTA, BITRATE, data transmission speed [n -S]  

BITTILY BIILTTY BITTY, tiny (very small) [adv] 

BITURBO BBIORTU BITURBO -S, two-turbo engine [n -S]  

BITWISE BEIISTW denoting operator in computer program that deals with bits [adj] 

BIZJETS BEIJSTZ BIZJET, business jet-plane [n]  

BLAGGED ABDEGGL BLAG, to rob with violence [v] 

BLAGGER ABEGGLR BLAGGER -S, one that blags (to rob with violence) [n -S] 

BLAGUES ABEGLSU BELUGAS, BLAGUES, BLAGUE, pretentious nonsense [n] 

BLAHEST ABEHLST BLAH, dull, unexciting [adj] 

BLANKIE ABEIKLN BLANKIE -S, child's blanket (piece of fabric used as cover) [n -S] 

BLEARER ABEELRR BLEARER, ERRABLE, BLEAR, dim [adj] 

BLEWITS BEILSTW BLEWIT, blewits [n] / edible mushroom [n BLEWITS, -ES] 

BLINGED BDEGILN BLING, to adopt flamboyant appearance [v] 

BLOGGED BDEGGLO BLOGGED, BOGGLED, BLOG, to record personal comments on Web site [v] 

BLOKIER BEIKLOR BLOKEY, blokeish (resembling typical behavior of bloke) [adj] 

BLOKIEST BEIKLOST BLOKEY, blokeish (resembling typical behavior of bloke) [adj] 

BLOWJOB BBJLOOW BLOWJOB -S, offensive word [n -S] 

BODYMAN ABDMNOY one who repairs auto bodies [n -MEN] 

BODYMEN BDEMNOY BODYMAN, one who repairs auto bodies [n] 

BOFFINY BFFINOY BOFFIN, scientific expert [adj] 

BOGHOLE BEGHLOO BOGHOLE -S, natural hole in ground with swampy bottom [n -S] 

BOGLAND ABDGLNO BOGLAND -S, area of boggy land [n -S] 

BOINGED BDEGINO BOING, to make sound of reverberation or vibration [v] 

BOKKENS BEKKNOS BOKKEN, wooden sword used for training [n] 

BOLDING BDGILNO BOLD, to boldface (to print in thick type) [v] 

BOMBORA ABBMOOR BOMBORA -S, sea area over ridge of rock [n -S] 

BONEBED BBDEENO BONEBED -S, area containing dinosaur fossils [n -S] 

BONNIES BEINNOS BONNIES -T, BENISON, BONNIES, BONNY, person that one loves [n] 

BONTBOK BBKNOOT BONTBOK -S, bontebok (antelope (ruminant mammal)) [n -S] 

BOOKBAG ABBGKOO BOOKBAG -S, bag for carrying books [n -S] 

BOONEST BENOOST BOON, timely benefit [adj] 

BOPPIER BEIOPPR BOPPY, suggestive of bebop [adj] 

BOPPISH BHIOPPS boppy (suggestive of bebop) [adj] 

BORAZON ABNOORZ BORAZON -S, hard form of boron nitride [n -S] 

BORONIA ABINOOR Australian shrub [n -S]  

BOSSEST BEOSSST BOSS, first-rate, excellent [adj] 

BOTNETS BENOSTT BOTNET, network of computers controlled by malware [n]  

BOULTED BDELOTU BOULTED, DOUBLET, BOULT, to bolt (sift) [v] 

BOUTADE ABDEOTU BOUTADE sudden outburst [n -S] 
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BOVVERS BEORSVV BOVVER, rowdy behavior [n] 

BOWHUNT BHNOTUW to hunt with bow and arrow [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOWSAWS ABOSSWW BOWSAW, saw having blade in bow-shaped frame [n] 

BOWSERS BEORSSW BOWSERS, BROWSES, BOWSER, truck having tank for fuel or water [n] 

BOWSMAN ABMNOSW bowman (archer (one that shoots with bow and arrow)) [n -MEN] 

BOWSMEN BEMNOSW BOWSMAN, bowman (archer (one that shoots with bow and arrow)) [n] 

BOWWOOD BDOOOWW BOWWOOD -S, deciduous tree [n -S] 

BRAHMAN AABHMNR BRAHMAN -S, member of highest Hindu caste [n -S] 

BREGMAS ABEGMRS BREGMA, junction point of skull [n] 

BREKKIE BEEIKKR BREKKIE -S, breakfast [n -S] 

BRILLER BEILLRR BRILL [adj] 

BROASTS ABORSST BROAST, to broil and roast food [v] 

BROLGAS ABGLORS BROLGA, large Australian bird [n] 

BRUCITE BCEIRTU BRUCITE -S, form of magnesium hydroxide [n -S] 

BRUTEST BERSTTU BRUTEST, BUTTERS, BRUTE, resembling animal; cruel [adj] 

BUDWOOD BDDOOUW BUDWOOD -S, branch having buds that is used for grafting [n -S] 

BULGARS ABGLRSU BULGAR, bulgur (crushed wheat) [n] 

BULKERS BEKLRSU BULKER, ship that carries cargo in bulk (mass) [n] 

BULLEYS BELLSUY BULLEY, two-masted fishing boat [n] 

BUMBAGS ABBGMSU BUMBAG, pack that straps to waist [n] 

BUMBOYS BBMOSUY BUMBOY, offensive word [n] 

BUMWADS ABDMSUW BUMWAD, offensive word [n] 

BUNCHER BCEHNRU BUNCHER -S, one that gathers things together [n -S] 

BUNCOES BCENOSU BUNCO, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

BUNHEAD ABDEHNU BUNHEAD -S, female ballet dancer [n -S] 

BUNKIES BEIKNSU BUNKIE, small separate building for guests [n] 

BUNYIPS BINPSUY BUNYIP, fabulous monster of swamps [n] 

BURKHAS ABHKRSU BURKHA, burka (long loose outer garment worn by some Muslim women) [n] 

BURPEES BEEPRSU BURPEE, physical exercise [n] 

BUSHIES BEHISSU BUSHIES -T, BUSHY, person who lives in bush (wilderness) [n] 

BUSHLOT BHLOSTU BUSHLOT -S, woodlot (area restricted to growing of forest trees) [n -S] 

BUSTEES BEESSTU BUSTEE, slum in India [n] 

BUTTLED BDELTTU BUTTLE, to serve as butler [v] 

BUTTLES BELSTTU BUTTLE, to serve as butler [v] 

BUZZIER BEIRUZZ BUZZY, having vibrating sound [adj] 

 

New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

BABESIAE AABBEEIS BABESIA, parasitic protozoan [n]  

BABOUCHE ABBCEHOU BABOUCHE -S, heelless slipper [n -S] 

BABYLIKE ABBEIKLY resembling baby [adj] 

BACALHAU AAABCHLU BACALHAU -S, baccala (codfish (marine food fish)) [n -S] 

BACCALAS AAABCCLS BACCALA, codfish (marine food fish) [n] 

BACKBARS AABBCKRS BACKBAR, space behind bar with shelves for bottles [n] 

BACKCOMB ABBCCKMO BACKCOMB -S, to comb hair from ends to scalp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKDOWN ABCDKNOW BACKDOWN -S, act of backing down [n -S] 

BACKFATS AABCFKST BACKFATS, FASTBACK, FATBACKS, BACKFAT, layer of fat between skin and muscle in animals [n] 

BACKLOTS ABCKLOST BACKLOTS, SLOTBACK, BACKLOT, outdoor area in movie studio [n] 
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BACKTALK AABCKKLT BACKTALK -S, BACKTALK, TALKBACK, impudent reply [n -S] 

BACKWIND ABCDIKNW BACKWIND -S, to deflect airflow into back of sail [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BAKELITE ABEEIKLT BAKELITE -S, trademark [n -S] 

BALAFONS AABFLNOS BALAFON, musical instrument of Africa [n] 

BALLBOYS ABBLLOSY BALLBOY, boy who retrieves balls during games [n] 

BALLCOCK ABCCKLLO BALLCOCK -S, type of valve [n -S] 

BALLGIRL ABGILLLR BALLGIRL -S, girl who retrieves balls during games [n -S] 

BALLIEST ABEILLST BALLIEST, BASTILLE, LISTABLE, BALLY, bloody (stained with blood) [adj] 

BALLOCKS ABCKLLOS offensive word [n] 

BALLSING ABGILLNS BALLS, BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BANDIEST ABDEINST BANDY, curved apart at knees [adj] 

BANDINGS ABDGINNS BANDING, presence of stripes of contrasting colors [n] 

BANDPASS AABDNPSS BANDPASS, PASSBAND, range of frequencies transmitted through filter [n -ES] 

BANDURAS AABDNRSU BANDURA, Ukrainian stringed instrument [n] 

BARBOTTE ABBEORTT BARBOTTE -S, large catfish [n -S] 

BARCODES ABCDEORS BARCODES, BROCADES, BARCODE, automatically scannable geometric identifying code [n]  

BARGOONS ABGNOORS BARGOON, bargain [n] 

BARNWOOD ABDNOORW BARNWOOD -S, wide wood for building barns [n -S] 

BARRIQUE ABEIQRRU BARRIQUE -S, wine barrel [n -S] 

BASCINET ABCEINST BASCINET -S, BASCINET, CABINETS, basinet (medieval helmet) [n -S] 

BASEHEAD AABDEEHS BASEHEAD -S, crack cocaine addict [n -S] 

BASELOAD AABDELOS BASELOAD -S, permanent load on power supplies [n -S] 

BASEPATH AABEHPST BASEPATH -S, baserunner's path between bases [n -S] 

BATHINGS ABGHINST BATHING, act of one that bathes [n] 

BAULKERS ABEKLRSU BAULKER, balker (one that balks (to stop short and refuse to proceed)) [n] 

BAYFRONT ABFNORTY BAYFRONT -S, shoreline of bay (inlet of sea) [n -S] 

BAYNODDY ABDDNOYY bayman (person who fishes on bay) [n -DDIES] 

BAYSIDES ABDEISSY BAYSIDE, shore of bay (inlet of sea) [n] 

BEAGLERS ABEEGLRS BEAGLER, one that hunts game with beagles [n] 

BEAGLING ABEGGILN BEAGLING -S, activity of hunting with beagles [n -S] / BEAGLE, to hunt with beagles (small hounds) [v] 

BEALINGS ABEGILNS BEALINGS, SIGNABLE, BEALING, beal (infected sore (painful place on body)) [n] 

BEARPAWS AABEPRSW BEARPAW, paw of bear [n] 

BEATDOWN ABDENOTW BEATDOWN -S, BEATDOWN, DOWNBEAT, crushing defeat [n -S]  

BEAUTEST ABEESTTU BEAUT, beautiful [adj] 

BEDHEADS ABDDEEHS BEDHEAD, upright board at head of bed [n] 

BEDLAMER ABDEELMR BEDLAMER -S, young harp seal (aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

BEDLINER BDEEILNR BEDLINER -S, BEDLINER, LINEBRED, RENDIBLE, protective covering for bed of truck [n -S] 

BEDRESTS BDEERSST BEDREST, confinement to bed [n] 

BEDSKIRT BDEIKRST BEDSKIRT -S, drapery attached to bed frame [n -S] 

BEDSOCKS BCDEKOSS BEDSOCK, sock for wear in bed [n] 

BEEHIVED BDEEEHIV having hairdo shaped like beehive [adj] 

BEERNUTS BEENRSTU BEERNUT, peanut with sweet coating [n] 

BEGEMMED BDEEEGMM BEGEM, to gem (to adorn with gems (precious stones)) [v] 

BELLBUOY BBELLOUY BELLBUOY -S, buoy (warning float) having bell [n -S] 

BELLCAST ABCELLST designating style of roof architecture [adj] 

BERGENIA ABEEGINR BERGENIA -S, flowering plant [n -S] 

BESUITED BDEEISTU wearing suit [adj] 
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BHELPURI BEHILPRU BHELPURI -S, dish of rice, spices, and chutney [n -S] 

BIBBINGS BBBGIINS BIBBING, act of tippling (to drink alcoholic beverages) [n] 

BIBIMBAP ABBBIIMP BIBIMBAP -S, Korean rice dish [n -S]  

BIFIDUMS BDFIIMSU BIFIDUM, bacterium often added to yogurt [n] 

BIGUINES BEGIINSU BIGUINE, beguine (lively dance) [n] 

BILLETEE BEEEILLT BILLETEE -S, one that is billeted [n -S] 

BINGINGS BGGIINNS BINGING, bingeing (act of indulging in something to excess) [n] 

BIOWASTE ABEIOSTW BIOWASTE -S, waste composed chiefly of organic matter [n -S] 

BISMARCK ABCIKMRS BISMARCK -S, type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

BISTABLE ABBEILST BISTABLE -S, electronic circuit that has two stable states [n -S] 

BITCOINS BCIINOST BITCOIN, blockchain currency [n]  

BITRATES ABEIRSTT BIRETTAS, BITRATES, BITRATE, data transmission speed [n]  

BITURBOS BBIORSTU BITURBO, two-turbo engine [n]  

BLABBIER ABBBEILR BLABBIER, BRIBABLE, BLABBY, talkative [adj] 

BLACKTIP ABCIKLPT BLACKTIP -S, type of requiem shark [n -S]  

BLAGGERS ABEGGLRS BLAGGER, one that blags (to rob with violence) [n] 

BLAMMING ABGILMMN BLAM, to make loud sound like that of gunshot [v] 

BLANKETY ABEKLNTY used as euphemism for unmentionable word [n -TIES] 

BLANKIES ABEIKLNS BLANKIES, SINKABLE, BLANKIE, child's blanket (piece of fabric used as cover) [n] 

BLEAREST ABEELRST ARBELEST, BLEAREST, BLEATERS, RESTABLE, RETABLES, BLEAR, dim [adj] 

BLEEDERS BDEEELRS BLEEDER, one that bleeds (to lose blood) [n] 

BLIMPERY BEILMPRY pompous behavior [n -RIES] 

BLOBBIER BBBEILOR BLOBBIER, BOBBLIER, BLOBBY, splotchy (splotched) [adj] 

BLOKEISH BEHIKLOS resembling typical behavior of bloke [adj] 

BLOOPIER BEILOOPR BLOOPY, being hit that is short fly ball [adj] 

BLOWDART ABDLORTW BLOWDART -S, dart shot from blowpipe [n -S] 

BLOWJOBS BBJLOOSW BLOWJOB, offensive word [n] 

BLOWLAMP ABLLMOPW BLOWLAMP -S, blowtorch [n -S] 

BLUEBACK ABBCEKLU BLUEBACK -S, bird or fish having bluish back [n -S] 

BOATPORT ABOOPRTT BOATPORT -S, enclosure for boats [n -S] 

BOBBLIER BBBEILOR BLOBBIER, BOBBLIER, BOBBLY, resembling small ball of wool [adj] 

BOBSKATE ABBEKOST BOBSKATE -S, child's skate having two parallel blades [n -S] 

BODYSIDE BDDEIOSY BODYSIDE -S, side of body of vehicle [n -S] 

BODYWASH ABDHOSWY liquid product for cleansing body [n -ES] 

BOGHOLES BEGHLOOS BOGHOLE, natural hole in ground with swampy bottom [n] 

BOGLANDS ABDGLNOS BOGLAND, area of boggy land [n] 

BOINGING BGGIINNO BOING, to make sound of reverberation or vibration [v] 

BOMBARDE ABBDEMOR BOMBARDE -DRS, medieval shawm (woodwind) [n -S] 

BOMBORAS ABBMOORS BOMBORA, sea area over ridge of rock [n] 

BONEBEDS BBDEENOS BONEBED, area containing dinosaur fossils [n] 

BONNIEST BEINNOST BONNY, pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj] 

BONTBOKS BBKNOOST BONTBOK, bontebok (antelope (ruminant mammal)) [n] 

BONUSING BGINNOSU BONUSING -S, act of subsidizing something [n -S] 

BOOGALOO ABGLOOOO BOOGALOO -S, to dance to rock music [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOKBAGS ABBGKOOS BOOKBAG, bag for carrying books [n] 

BOOKWORK BKKOOORW BOOKWORK -S, keeping of records of accounts [n -S] 

BOOZINGS BGINOOSZ BOOZING, act of drinking liquor excessively [n] 
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BOPPIEST BEIOPPST BOPPY, suggestive of bebop [adj] 

BORAZONS ABNOORSZ BORAZON, hard form of boron nitride [n] 

BORKINGS BGIKNORS BORKING, act of attacking candidate in media [n] 

BORONIAS ABINOORS BORONIA, Australian shrub [n] 

BOULTING BGILNOTU BOULT, to bolt (sift) [v] 

BOUTADES ABDEOSTU BOUTADE, sudden outburst [n] 

BOWHUNTS BHNOSTUW BOWHUNT, to hunt with bow and arrow [v] 

BOWWOODS BDOOOSWW BOWWOOD, deciduous tree [n] 

BRAHMANS AABHMNRS BRAHMAN, member of highest Hindu caste [n] 

BRANDADE AABDDENR BRANDADE -S, dish of cod mixed with olive oil and milk [n -S] 

BREKKIES BEEIKKRS BREKKIE, breakfast [n] 

BRESAOLA AABELORS BRESAOLA -S dish of sliced dried beef [n -S] 

BRILLEST BEILLRST BRILL, brilliant [adj] 

BROADWAY AABDORWY BROADWAY -S, large main road [n -S] 

BROASTED ABDEORST BROADEST, BROASTED, BROAST, to broil and roast food [v] 

BROMANCE ABCEMNOR BROMANCE -S close nonsexual relationship between men [n -S] 

BROMELIA ABEILMOR BROMELIA -DS, tropical plant with stiff leaves [n -S] 

BROWBONE BBENOORW BROWBONE -S, ridge of bone above eye [n -S] 

BROWNERS BENORRSW BROWNER, fawning person [n] 

BRUCITES BCEIRSTU BRUCITE, form of magnesium hydroxide [n] 

BUDWOODS BDDOOSUW BUDWOOD, branch having buds that is used for grafting [n] 

BUILDOUT BDILOTUU BUILDOUT -S, BUILDOUT, OUTBUILD, work needed to expand system [n -S]  

BULLCOOK BCKLLOOU BULLCOOK -S, worker in logging camp [n -S] 

BUNHEADS ABDEHNSU BUNHEAD, female ballet dancer [n] 

BULLSEYE BEELLSUY BULLSEYE -S, center of target [n -S] 

BUNCHERS BCEHNRSU BUNCHER, one that gathers things together [n] 

BUNFIGHT BFGHINTU BUNFIGHT -S, crowded boisterous party [n -S] 

BURNSIDE BDEINRSU BURNSIDE -S, BURNSIDE, SIDEBURN, mustache and side whiskers on cheeks [n -S] 

BURRFISH BFHIRRSU fish with erect spines [n -ES] 

BURRIEST BEIRRSTU BURRIEST, BURSTIER, BURRY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

BURSTIER BEIRRSTU BURRIEST, BURSTIER, BURSTY, occurring in short sudden episodes or groups [adj] 

BUSHBABY ABBBHSUY small tree-dwelling primate [n -BIES] 

BUSHLOTS BHLOSSTU BUSHLOT, woodlot (area restricted to growing of forest trees) [n] 

BUSKINGS BGIKNSSU BUSKING, act of performing as busker [n] 

BUTCHEST BCEHSTTU BUTCH, being very short haircut [adj] 

BUTTLING BGILNTTU BUTTLE, to serve as butler [v] 

BUZZBAIT ABBITUZZ BUZZBAIT -S, vibrating fishing lure [n -S] 

BUZZIEST BEISTUZZ BUZZY, having vibrating sound [adj] 

BUZZINGS BGINSUZZ BUZZING, buzzing noise [n] 

BUZZKILL BIKLLUZZ BUZZKILL -S, one that has depressing or negative effect [n -S] 

 


	BARMILY ABILMRY BARMY, full of barm; frothy [adv]
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	BEERILY BEEILRY BEERY, affected by beer [adv]
	BITTILY BIILTTY BITTY, tiny (very small) [adv]

